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Abstract:  
1- In recent years many organizations have paid attention to social investments areas, 
and social investment topic with social injuries decrease and one of the impressive 
factors is empowerment of these investments and increasing cultural level of local 
communities and neighborhood relations, experience and knowledge and awareness of 
persons, giving needed trainings of persons in localities can increase these investments 
and can decrease social injuries. This institute for gaffing into reality part of rule 
concepts of the fourth program of Islamic republic of Iran in area of economics, social 
and culture and by articles 95 and 97 of mentioned rule and a also article 6 of structure 
rule of social assurance activates in this area, the local- approach consulting design for 
assessing and empowering localities is so in order to provide people participation, this 
design is executed in 2 districts of 3, and 8 of Tehran, by this way recognizing and 
assessing available potentials in localities and while giving needed trainings has provide 
holding local sessions, and in result 3 focuses are established in shape of social 
interferer cores thus the way is clear for local assessment and there is a systemic 
formation that can recognize and solve people problems. 
The available situation  
2- Social participation is not a temporary issue but as a part of localities life, there are 
today such topics like cultural and social investment, based on performed researches 
mostly in west countries move social investment (local relation) less is robbery less 
need to police and conservative forces, and so persons could provide services for a 
meeting their needs with less expenses and better quality in local frame. 
The design landscape is stab lashing local organizations for decreasing social injuries in 
local places of Tehran, these organizations in world new order are not only democracy 
sign in communities but also as state parallel agencies and work as part of state 
executions, in respect to people nature of the organizations besides to correct 
recognition of people needs and providing necessary opportunity for decision- making 
against priority social injuries in terms of people and their role in determining 
optimistically programs by state agencies are actually people observatory organ on state 
activities. 
Weaknesses and opportunities 
3- Inland in terms of history, although local participation like co- operative has long 
history in people cultural and social life, and we can see them in religious and political 
participation but modern idea from participation based on social originality not only has 
long history but it seems in different areas has not been institutionalized, social 
participation maximum till reflexive behavior not active and based on tool goals but 
more in special situation mostly politics has been decreased. 
- article 95 (operates on preparing empower meant poverty decrease) 
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- designing employment programs, empowerment, attracting social participations, job 
skill training and life skills specially for populations of 3 low income small village in 
country  
- approach of empowering and local participation based on basic needs pattern of 
development and recognition of need by communities for giving social services via 
motivating system for small civil projects and suitable with local capacities in local 
areas and by attracting public participation 
- article 97: (on time service in injured persons due to social issues with N60s,  
- Article 97: (preparing design of empowering household supervisor women co- 
operation related ageist and Ngoc. 
-article 98: (preparing people operation and participation comprehensive design- Ngoc, 
and Islamic councils in sustain able develop meant of country and providing qualitative 
and quantitative expansion possibility of civil agencies by encouraging policies. 
- article 6 of structure rule of social assurance system (structure policies and principles): 
Ngoc participation, social assurance system bused on participation principle in policy- 
making programming, execution and assessment as Ngoc can participate and also 
include organized services. 
In respect to these legal tools in recent years move mentis in city management for 
increasing citizens participation is seen like Tehran municipality per for mince for 
executing consulting design per formed in 17 districts of 22 districts of Tehran and 
recorded in 51 local focuses but needs to more attempt. 
Introducing organization- 
4- This institute is a research- training organization with priority of youth studies and 
their social issues and has started its activities since 2001 by getting permit form 
ministry of sciences, research and techndogy, and has recognized youth social problems 
recognition as its activities, thus it's active in such cases like youth studies and their 
social problems, youth enter prizes and so on. We can categorize institute activities into 
4 main grounds: 1. training 2. content production 3. study and research 4. Conference 
organizing 5. Publications 
5- It should be noted that in respect to institute policies in 2008 more than 4 researches 
and scientific co-operation memorandum has been signed with research institutes and 
universities, Methodology: 
Learning model via performing or participatory action research has been used for the 
first time by who and for teaching people avoiding social and in dividedly injuries that 
nest of the results vie been satisfactory, this method helps more to programmers in or 
dear to have people participation for achieving ist programs and goals, in respect to 
expansion of social injuries is defined different communities for decreasing social 
injuries or project. 
6- The projects usually are started and ended with a deter program, in this method, in 
this method, programs special methods are used, in such a model we get near to 
recognize problem step by step, the start point of design in locality- 
The start point of design in locality- 
The focal people include important part of cultural and social investment of that 
locality, also local people are main players in each activity of local community, 
investment for changing view are knowledge and skill increase, and their social 
responsibilities as the most important investments and can be qualitative change in 
decreasing social injuries in future, Holding design sessions for organization and district 
agencies and council members. 
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7- On October second 2008 Mr. Male naiad, managing director of institute held some 
sessions with important people of fadak locality, in order to talk with them about 
executing design and want them to help for performing this design and also co- 
ordinations were taken place with responsible for deter mining interested people for co- 
operating. 
Recognizing interested and volunteer persons with goal of determining facilitator and 
local core members- 
Besides to distributing recognition forms of interested people in local responsible also 
8- in the third session on January 22 2008 with presence of 3 persons, registering forms 
were distributed for executing design and they were wanted to complete form if they 
want, and announce their expectations from design or if they recognize interested 
somebody to have voluntarily activities for changing locality, he can give him the form 
in order to announce co- operation. 
9- The training workshop of facilitating principles on 24 and 25 January 2008 in 8 
theistic of Tehran in gathering salon of district crisis management place is held for 
training par tic pants with facilitating principles and how to use the techniques in work 
process and with goal of decreasing social injuries. 
Delivering necessary training (2) endorsement in group- 
The resistance training workshop on 12 and 13 February 2008 were held in he a quarter 
of municipality crisis management in 8th district for training participants with resistance 
and its characteristics as individual and group and its place in local activities and for 
decreasing social injuries: 
10- Delivering necessary training (3) group clearness principles- 
This workshop was held on 10 and 20 February 200 8 in 8th district of Tehran in 
headquarter of crisis management of 8th district for training participants about group 
clearness and using its concepts in local activities for decreasing social injuries. 
Establishing the first core of group (local voluntarily grope) and the first programming 
of local group At end part of the workshop held on February 20 2008 some explanations 
were given for necessary establishment of primary core by workshop facilitator, in order 
to establish a focus and the primary core of local activities for decreasing social injuries, 
and finally people of 3 districts in 8th district of Tehran municipality have succeeded to 
establish 3 local focuses for interfering in decrees and controlling social injuries. 
11- Deduction: in recent years unconcentrated approach (usage if local and district 
programs) has been as agenda of city management, thus citizens can participate in their 
affairs and use local empowerments for programming, execution, improving methods 
and city management programs, in area of social injuries also using local groups 
abilities focusing on social approach could open new capacities for decreasing social 
injuries in big city of te harm, the city management has tried in operational and 
scientific programs while recognizing exact more participation of citizens and have 
more applied and basic programming this area using people and ngos and state agencies 
participation. 
 Recommendations: 
-various and experiences of international organizations in participatory designs  
- providing in for motion exchange opportunities about parties about participatory 
designs  
- Aid to networking organizations activating international  


